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Celebrating her 100th birthday and a lifetime of creative endeavour, Trudy Smith shares her 
observations of nature through gentle brushstrokes and expressive planes of colour.

A self-taught artist, Trudy’s paintings are mostly imaginary landscapes, some of typical Australian 
scenes, some semi abstracts.  Having been passionate about art all her life, Trudy didn’t start painting 
in earnest until she was 85.  Now, approaching her 100th birthday, she still delights in the freedom of 
the brush stroke and the adventure of discovering a new image each day.  This exhibition is a true 
celebration - not only of Trudy’s 100th Birthday but also of life and of having the courage to unleash 
the creative power we all have within us – at any age.

LIST OF WORKS

1 Bird I  watercolour on paper Collection of Agnes and Glen Mackinlay
2 Two Birds watercolour on paper Collection of Chris Gray
3 Bird 2  watercolour on paper Collection of Agnes and Glen Mackinlay
4 Llama  ceramic, c 1970 Collection of Trudy Smith
5 Silk Screen ink on silk, 1975 Collection of Trudy Smith
6 Mother and Child  ceramic, c 1970 Collection of Trudy Smith
7 Flowers acrylic on board Collection of Chris Gray
8 White Mark  oil on board Collection of Trudy Smith 
9 Abstract Trees acrylic on canvas $380
10 Lemonade ceramic, 1990 Collection of Agnes and Glen Mackinlay
 Jug and Cups
11 Blue Pond peeled acrylic on canvas $380
12 High Tide acrylic on canvas $660
13 Bullrushes acrylic on board $380
14 Wildflowers acrylic on canvas $380
15 There be Giants acrylic on canvas $660
16 Gentle Landscape acrylic on canvas $380
 with Trees
17 Over Lord acrylic on canvas $660
18 Passage of Time acrylic on canvas $380
19 Take Off acrylic on canvas Collection of Lynne Dumma
20 The Sky Above acrylic on canvas $380
21 Stormy Weather acrylic on canvas $380
22 Lean On Me acrylic on canvas $380
23 Three Green Trees acrylic, charcoal and collage on canvas $520
 Dancing
24 Vase ceramic, c 1980 Collection of Chris Gray
25 Bowl ceramic, c 1980 Collection of Chris Gray
26 Oakover River acrylic on canvas $1,230
27 Flight of Fancy acrylic on canvas $660
28 Atlantis acrylic and collage on canvas $660 
29 Reef Abstract acrylic on canvas Collection of Chris Gray
30 Calendar  Trudy Smith paintings Collection of Chris Gray
31 Some Days are Autobiography EOI taken
 Diamonds, Some Days are Stones
32 Painted Poems  images and poetry by Trudy Smith Collection of Trudy Smith



The Art of Trudy Smith

   Everyone’s different
   so they say
   How lovely
   when you see yourself this way
   Uniquely precious
   but just you
   So when you’re painting
   and the rules confuse
   Paint from your heart
   break all the rules
   If that’s your way
   Paint from your heart
   This painting’s yours -
   it’s you

POSTSCRIPT
from Trudy’s autobiography

Some days are diamonds, some days are stones (abridged)

When I left off in 2001 it sounded as if I would live a quiet, peaceful, rather boring and uneventful 
life where nothing exciting was ever going to happen again, but that was not so.

From childhood I had always wanted to be an artist however, there always seemed to be so 
many places to go, so many people to talk to, that there was never time to learn to paint.  After 
(my husband) Dennis’ passing, time flew by.  Suddenly on my own with all the time in the world 
and only myself to please, I was free… I began to teach myself to paint.  I immersed myself in 
painting.  I first painted all sorts of things - houses, people, flowers - anything that took my eye.  
Gradually I found I only wanted to paint the wonderful landscapes and deserts of Western 
Australia.  The fantastic light, colours, primitive shapes and immense vistas of the outback.  This 
I have attempted to do from memory, dreams and imagination, never lacking for inspiration 
from this fabulous land.  I painted for several hours a day and found painting was ‘my thing’ 
and I absolutely loved it.  I gradually improved and so far have had four solo exhibitions.  This 
is my fifth solo which is a celebration of my 100th birthday this month.  I paint under the name 
Rillawood, which was the name of my grandfather, Samson Dingle’s house (1802) in Cornwall.

One day I will join (those before me) but not just yet, you never know what is going to happen.  
At least I did become an artist I’m pleased to say – and it only took me 100 years to do it.
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